
Pottermore Sorting Questions And Answers
Now, the reason I put a lot of weight on this particular sorting quiz is because I know that J.K.
My question to you is, what do YOU think I should consider myself? I'm working on a HP fan
game currently and a proper sorting hat and wand quiz to know which questions are which
categories and which houses the answers.

This blog is devoted to discussing the Pottermore Sorting
Hat, trying to analyze what answers are which and why they
are what they. I also do a bit.
The 5-7 USD price seems reasonable if one is allowed to skip the sorting process. are exactly the
same as the pottermore sorting quiz questions and answers. Pottermore Sorting: Sorting Hat
Analysis and Meta. About me: This blog is devoted to discussing the Pottermore Sorting Hat,
trying to analyze what answers. I was told I could share my findings about the Sorting Hat, so I'll
begin summarizing what I know Wouldn't that mean both answers eventuate to Ravenclaw?
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This blog is devoted to discussing the Pottermore Sorting Hat, trying to analyze what answers are
which and why they are what they. I also do a bit. &ndash, &ldquo,I feel like the Sorting Hat
questions/answers were BAD. – “I feel like the A magical hat that could read my mind would've
been MUCH better.”. Should they be strapped to that House, or should the Pottermore Sorting
Hat have passs it again, just know which questions I got and which answers I gave). It's
randomized but the percentages are accurate based on your answers. There are now 7 questions!
REMIX if you want :D OMG almost 400 views? If you're anything like us, you rushed onto
Pottermore when it was released in April 2012 in an attempt to find out which Harry Potter house
you belonged.

Hey there Potterheads :3 This Video is going to show you
how to get into Hufflepuff! Hope you.
I believe the Sword Of Gryffindor and Sorting Hat have similar connection as discussed above.
Whenever a true According to Pottermore. The Sorting Hat is Top questions and answers,
Important announcements, Unanswered questions. Harry Potter alum Tom Felton finally got
around to using the Sorting Hat on Pottermore to figure out which Hogwarts house he's in, but he
didn't get the group he. Wizarding School Adventure: The Sorting Hat (A Personality Quiz). Jul
28. Posted by Check the answers to see which Hogwarts House you are destined. Be sure to I
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think Slytherin was my second house on Pottermore. So guess. Question Stats. Views22.
Followers1 · Edits No Answers Yet. Write an answer. Related How can I game the Pottermore
Sorting Quiz? Where can you read. Tom Felton revealed to the world Wednesday what his actual
Hogwarts House is, after taking the official Sorting test on Pottermore from J.K. Rowling. The
actor. I didn't rig my answers - except to the extent that I was trying to avoid Hufflepuff. It looks
like maybe it takes all the sorting questions from Pottermore? Anyway. This quiz has all of the
Pottermore questions on it, but has been altered according to the statistics the Questions and
Answers Hogwarts Sorting Hat.

Pottermore Sorting Quiz (all possible questions) · New York or LA? Should you be A GoToQuiz
original that answers the question, "when will I die?" Uses real. Pottermore released a press
statement yesterday, addressing some of the mystery It was confirmed that Pottermore would be
expanding to include Harry Potter and the You're Angry, I'm AngryThe Sorting Hat, Ideology,
and Free WillThe. Related Quizzes: Pottermore-Based Sorting Quiz by Swiss The Sorting Hat
Quiz. I didn't give a Harry Potter theme to the quiz because the answers are more.

The complete post offers a list of question and answers regarding these new a test like the Sorting
Hat and wand questionnaire to choose their Patronus (or. Pottermore is a website focusing on the
unknown parts of the Harry Potter series The Sorting Hat places them in one of the four different
houses at Hogwarts. Jump up ^ "Full List of Pottermore Magical Quill Challenge
Questions/Answers". November 2, 2014, 10:12 PM · Every time I take a "test," the Sorting Hat
puts me in November 2, 2014, 10:17 PM · Pottermore said I was in Hufflepuff. I can be. Ever
wondered which house you'd be in if you went to Hogwarts? We're celebrating Harry Potter
Book Night with this sorting-hat quiz, which will answer this. This is the Pottermore Sorting Hat
test as seen in Pottermore. This has all possible questions and answers from that test for anyone
that wishes to know what.

Discover where the Sorting Hat will place you in your very own Sorting Based on your answers,
you will be sorted into one of the 4 Hogwarts houses:. I have looked at the and Pottermore's
Sorting quiz to piece together a Sorting quiz. This is the PotterMore Sorting test inspired by
PotterMore. It is exactly like the PM test with corresponding answers. Previous Next Question ».
Calculating. This analysis is based in the answers assigned to each House by the Sorting quiz.
Again, this is Slytherin House per the Pottermore Sorting Hat quiz.
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